Interest Inventory

Circle the topics that interest you most. Strikethrough the topics that do not interest you.

My top three interests are:

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Other interests:

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

My top three interests are:

 ___________________________________   ___________________________   ___________________________
My Advocacy Plan

Interest area: ____________________________________________________________

Step 1: Identify the Problem
The problem is ____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________.

Step 2: Understand the Problem
This positively/negatively impacts ____________________________ (who)
by ________________________________________________________________ (what)
_______________________________________________________________________.

Step 3: Identify the Lever
This problem can be solved by ____________________________ (who)
doing ____________________________________________________________ (what)
_______________________________________________________________________.

Step 4: Advocate
I am going to ____________________________ (what)
to ________________________________ (who)
_______________________________________________________________________.

Step 5: Repeat
The next issue I will advocate on is ____________________________
______________________________________________.